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Superconducting transition temperature for semimetals like bismuth
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Abstract. The superconducting transition temperature Tc for semimetals like bismuth has been calculated as a function of the density nc of the electron and hole
charge carriers. A simplified two-band model for describing the longitudinal dielectric function for such a system has been used in our model calculation. We fir.d
that the attractive interaction responsible for the instability of the normal ground state
comes not only from the exchange of lattice phonons, but also from the electronhole sound mode, provided the ratio of the averaged hole to electron mass, mhlme v~ 1.
We have compared our theoretical values of Tc(nc) with experimental results for bismuth under hydrostatic pressure, and find reasonable agreement if mh/me is assumed
to have a value which is only slightly larger than that at atmospheric pressures. A
linear variation of the negative band gap as a function of pressure has been assun'.ed
for the sake of this comparison.
Keywords. Superconductivity; transition temperature; semi-metals; electron-hole
sound mechanism.

1. Introduction

In a recent paper (Bhattacharyya and Jha 1978, hereafter referred to as I) the possibility o f an excitonic insulator transforming under pressure into a superconductor
rather than into a semimetal has been considered. There it was f o u n d that even on
neglecting the usual lattice-phonon induced electronic attraction, a large transition
temperature Tc (,~100°K) could be obtained provided the ratio o f the hole mass to
the electron mass mh[me, or its inverse, is much greater than one, and the effective
' carrier ' density nc ~> 10t9 cm -a. The mechanism leading to such large transition
temperatures can be roughly understood in analogy with the ionic-phonon
mechanism.
Imagine a metal being made up of an equal number o f ions and conduction electrons. I f these two fluids do not interact with each other, there are collective excitations at the electronic and ionic plasma frequencies OJp~ and ~ x , respectively. I f
now, the electron-ion interaction is switched on, oJpc is only slightly perturbed, but
OJp~ is strongly affected. The ionic plasma frequency is renormalised by the screening o f the conduction electrons, and becomes an acoustic m o d e (longitudinal lattice
phonons) with a linear dispersion for long wavelengths. N o t e that nowhere in this
argument do we demand the ions to be localised, because o f their heavy mass, at
lattice sites. O f course, the localisation at lattice sites leads to additional acoustic
modes which are transverse. Clearly, a similar situation appears in an interacting
electron-hole plasma if mh # me, and one gets an additional sound-like longitudinal
collective m o d e in such systems. This can be called the electron-hole sound (EHS)
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mode. There is, however, one important difference here: both the holes and the
electrons may degenerate nonlocalised charge carriers. I f m h ~, me, then the
density of states at the Fermi-surface (for one spin) Nh (0) ~, Are (0), and the total
superconducting effective BCS coupling constant g is determined by ghh, the hole
coupling constant. Similarly, for me ~" mh, gee, the electron coupling constant is
dominant. This, after appropriate renormalisation, leads to an effective g which is
of the same order as in an ordinary metal. However, the range co, of the attractive
BCS interaction is set by the frequency of the EHS mode at q --~ 2kp which is about
~vh " (4"n'nceZ/mh)½, and is, therefore, much larger than ~oD, the Debye frequency.
Hence it is possible for the transition temperature kBTc ~,~o,,, exp ( - - l / g ) t o be
much larger than that expected on the basis of the lattice phonon mechanism. It
was further shown that this EHS exchange mechanism by itself, cannot lead to superconducting transitions if mh/me (or me/mh when me > mh) ~ 5; when mh/me =1,
the new mode of course does not exist. The present work addresses itself to the
question whether a similar mechanism is already partially operative in semimetals
and, in particular, whether it is possible to explain the pressure dependence of T~
in such systems.
In the conventional picture within the jellium model, the attractive lattice phonon
coupling constant ?~phis equal to the repulsive Coulomb coupling constant/~. It
decreases with increasing electron density n, from a maximum value of 0.5 in the very
low density region. If dn/dP>O, we should then normally expect dTddP<O, in
contrast with the experimental behaviour where T~ first increases with pressure, e.g.
in bismuth and its alloys (II'ina and Itskevich 1970, II'ina 1976), and then decreases
at high pressures (see figure 1). This, we believe, is a direct indication of the inadequacy of the lattice-phonon jellium model and it has led us to ask whether a resolution of this discrepancy may be found in the model that was proposed in I or it is due
to other band-structure effects neglected in the jellium model. In fact, we find that
we can reproduce the behaviour of T~ mentioned earlier, within a model similar to
I, but extended to include the polarisation of the lattice, i.e. with the inclusion of
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Figure 1. Experimentalresults on the pressure dependence of the superconducting
transition temperatures of bismuth and its alloys with antimony (ll'ina 1976).
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both lattice sound and EHS exchange mechanisms. We have made here, a more
careful study of bismuth, simply because there are more experimental data on Tc (P)
available for this material than for the other semimetals.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in § 2, we extend the method of Ginzburg and
Kirzhnits (1972) for calculating Tc for a single band system to the problem at hand,
involving two bands and three different interaction kernels due to the ionic-sound,
the electron-hole sound and the direct Coulomb repulsion, with asymmetric frequency eut-offs. In § 3, we describe our model dielectric function for a semimetal,
and show how to obtain the respective superconducting interaction kernels. Finally,
in § 4, we give the results of our calculations, particularly for Bi and similar semimetals, and discuss their significance.

2. Formulation of the superconducting interaction
For a single band of carriers the superconducting transition temperature Tc is determined from the nontrivial solution of the linearised integral equation (Ginzburg and
Kirzhnits 1972).

:

where

- f

dak' W(k, k') tanh (B* ~k'/2) q~ (k'), tic =

2

4 e, [

oO
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d='p (k--k', =') ]
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and p (q, o~) is the spectral representation function of the effective electron-electron
interaction Veff(q, oJ). The function 14,"(k, k') can be thought of as the effective
superconducting interaction corresponding to the usual interaction causing the
transition in which the Cooper pair k' ~ and -- k' ¢ changes to k t and -- k ¢, respectively, with momentum transfer ~ q -----~ k - - ~ k' and energy transfer ~ o, = ~k --~k',
~k being the energy measured from the Fermi energy EF. For a homogeneous
isotropic system, the spectral representation function p (q, oJ) is given by (Kirzhnits
et al 1973)
p (q, co) . . . 1 . q2 Im V (q, oJ) = -- _1 Im ,-1 (q, oJ),
,r 4rre ~
,r

(3)

where a (q, to) is the longitudinal dielectric response function of the system. If one
carries out an angular average over O, the angle between k and k', or equivalently
over q = (k = + k '= - - 2 k k ' cos 0)~, and changes the variables from k and k' to ~: and
¢', one obtains
oo

~) (¢) _-- _

f

d~:___'tanh (fl, ~'/2) K (~:, ~:') @ (~'),
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(4)
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where the kernel K(~, ~') is given by
k(f)+k'ff')

K<e,

4rr e2 N(e)
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0
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Here, N(~) = d3k/(2~r)3 d~ is the density of states for one type of spin and k(~) =
[2m (~-q-EF)]½/~. If the dielectric function ¢-t (q, oJ) is split into contributions
arising from the direct electron-electron Coulomb interaction and various indirect
exchange interactions, as

,--1 (q, I~jl) : ~ ,71 (q, O.1)1

(6)

i
the corresponding kernels can also be rewritten as

K (~:, ~:') = ~ K (~:, ~').
i

(7)

The determination of T~ essentially reduces to solving the generalised gap equation
(4) in terms of the kernels K, (~, ~:'). It can be shown that Kl (~:, ~:') is a smooth real
function of its arguments and falls off separately in each argument. If one splits
the bare Coulomb interaction term, i.e. the first term 1 within the square brackets
in equation (5), in a manner consistent with the screening of long wavelength interactions due to each mode, including the Coulomb plasma m o d e labelled by c, one
expects K~ to be repulsive for small ~: and ~' whereas the other remaining kernels will
be attractive in this region. A good estimate of Tc in such a case is usually obtained
by replacing each kernel K~ (~, ~:') by suitable square-wells. Explicitly, one assumes

K,(~, ¢ ) " g, (o, o), for-- ~ %L <~ ~ ~' <~ n %R

(8)

= 0, otherwise
where the upper frequency cut-off o~iR is the frequency of the corresponding mode
for q ,-~ 2 k F, and the lower cut-off O,iL is the minimum of ~oiR and E F. For the
Coulomb kernel, CO3R '~ tope, the electron plasma frequency. Using equation (5)
and the usual dispersion relations, the strength of the individual coupling constants
can be rewritten more simply as
2kr

N(O) f dq 4rreZ c71 (q, 0).

K, (0, 0) -- 2k~-

T

(9)

For a three-square-well model involving two attractive exchange mechanisms with
coupling constants A1 = -- K 1 (0, 0) and )ts = -- K s (0, 0), respectively, and the
direct repulsive Coulomb coupling constant /z = K 3 (0, 0 ) = Kc (0, 0), solution o f
equation (4) leads to the transition temperature Tc given by
kB T~ : 1.14/I O~lmexp (--1/geff), kB Tc ~ ~ o~x,.,

(10)
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geff = ~1 q-

Az3
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(11)

1--A2 a In (oJz,/oJx,)

/~*= /z/(lq-p. ln°Jam/, ~z3 : ,~9 -- p,*.

(12)

tU2m/

Here, the effective range corm (COIL WiR)½, and we have assumed oJlm < co2~ < oJ~.
Note that the above expression is valid only in the weak coupling limit. To take
care of strong coupling effects, one can approximately change
=

),z _~ ),* _

A~

Az3~ ~,3 =

l+aa'

~,3

(13)

1 + [Xzal'

in the above expression for To.
For carriers in two different bands, as in the case of semi-metals, a slight extension
of the above method is necessary (Geilikman and Kresin 1974). Note that now we
have two different Fermi energies EFe and EFh, and hence different possible ranges
o.,im~ (/~ = e or h). In such a case, we have to first calculate gee and gnh using the
corresponding expressions (11) to (13). Except for the density of states factor
N t, (0) in the coupling constant ~t~v = -- V"~
t,v Nv (0) for each mode t, if the average
interaction ~ t,v
~ is assumed to be the same for different carriers (see I), for the two
band case one find~

kB T~ = 1"14 It (a,lmJ N~(°)]I[N-(°) + Nh(0)] (col,,a)[Nh(O)]l[N~(O)+ Nh(0)l
× exp [ - 1 / ( g ~ + g ~ ) ]

(14)

Here, for p = e, h,

gPP

p.

p~

--

pl ~

(15)

(16)

OJlm~ = (OJiL~ coiRt~)½,

(17)

wiRt~ = oJl (2kF~,), tOiL p : Min (miRa, EFt~/n ).

(18)

In the next section, we discuss the application of this procedure to a simplified model
of the dielectric function in simple semimetals.
(D

tThe explicit expression for ~ is given in equation (35).
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3. Interaction kernels in semimetals

The longitudinal dielectric function for a semimetal can be approximately written as
• (q, t o ) : "core (q, to) -q- 4~% (q, to) -~- 4zra l(q, co),

(19)

where ~core (q, to) corresponds to the polarisability of the core electrons and %(q, to)
is the polarisability of the valence electrons in partially filled bands. The third term
% (q, to) is the ionic polarisability. In the frequency region of interest, ~cor¢ can
be assumed to be independent of frequency and replaced by a constant.
%ore (q, to) ----- %0 : constant.

(20)

The calculation of %(q, o~), in general, can be quite subtle (Cohen 1969). In semimetals, where one has degenerate electrons and holes, it is written, within the random
phase approximation, as the sum of intra-band and inter-band contributions. The
intra-band terms can be parametrised, as in the jellium model, by the plasma frequencies topt* (/x=e or h), and the screening wave vectors qsu which give the correct
static compressibility. These are constructed to be correct in both static and highfrequency limits. In other words, we can assume
4,raintra(q, w) -where

A:t

yl--to 2

+ --

(21)

yll__wl '

8 = 4~rn, e~/m,,
,41 = %,~
A2

- ~

¢Oph =

4~rnh eZ/mh,

p . / q , .~) q ,2
Yt ~ ~ q~ = ( coz

(22)

= (to~Jq,~)
The screening wavevector qst, is given by
qs,,2 = (K[Kf)g q~Tg =" (K[K:)g 61rn~e ~

(23)

where (K/Ks)t~is the ratio of the actual compressibility to the free compressibility
of the corresponding interacting liquid. For small rs~,, defined by
rs~ = (9~/4)11s

(m:2/n~IcF,),

(24)

i.e. for large density, one has
(KflK)t ` ~ (1--ars~,/Tr), a : (4191r)I/~,

(25)
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in the Hartree-Fock approximation. Its behaviour at low densities, i.e. for large rsa '
is not very well known (see e.g., Shastry et a11978), but is expected to vanish (Wigner
1938) at some large rs~,. Instead of using an elaborate interpolation scheme, approximately, we assume
(26)

(Kf/K)t , ~_ 1/(l + a r st,/rr)

in the density region of interest to us. The interband terms are also not so straightforward, but in the frequency range of interest to us, if we ignore the small excitonic
effects, we can again take it to be a constant Aa/(E2D/~ 2) (see I). This can be combined
with the core contribution (20), the total being redefined as another constant c0.
For our purpose, the ionic polarisability 4rra I (q, w) can be replaced by its highfrequency value given by
4 ~ I (q, ,o) = -

a,/o~,

(27)

where A 4 = 4nn 1 Zeff e2/m I is the square of the ionic plasma frequency.
Combining all the contributions, we take the model expression for the longitudinal
dielectric function as

+

+

,7,

yl__to-----q y~__to~

z-,,,/,o.
~-~ ,

The zeros of the above function give the different longitudinal modes of the system.
It would become clear later that for large q, the low-frequency ionic-sound mode
frequency is approximately equal to A~ . This should correspond approximately to
the Debye frequency coD, so that we can identify A,/c o by

A,/c, -- . ~

(29)

2

and use the corresponding experimental values. Since we are interested in separating
out contribution to ~-1 (q, co) from different longitudinal modes, we can invert (28)
in the form
E--1

(q, co) = Co-' [1-]- ~ = 1 ~ (q)/(°J"--~"~ (q))]'

(30)

where ~ l ( t o are the frequencies of the three longitudinal modes obtained by solving
the cubic equation
f ~ ( y l - - f ~ ) (y~ - - ~2 ~) + A i r 2 ~ (y2 -

f~)

q_ , ~ ~'~ (y, _ ~2) _ A~ (yl -- ~-~) (Y2 -- ~)----0,

(31)

and the oscillator strengths j~ (tO given by
j~ (q) = ~ z ( ~ 2 _ Yl) ( ~ 2 _ y~) / ~r ( ~ 2 __ ~'~j~).
j#i

(32)
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It is easy to see that the following sum rules are valid:

Y.,L,

(,o =

E~=I.~

(q)

+

+

(33a)

+.,,, +.,,,,

= ,4:t q- A"* + "~,,

(33b)

~..3__~~ (o) / a,, (o) = l.

(33c)

where f~(0)/~,2(0) is to be understood as the limiting value off~(q)/~,:(q) as q--,A).
To take care of screening of the long wavelength part of the interaction, one is therefore allowed to rewrite equation (30) in the final form
e-' (q, to) = ~ = 1

,--[~(0)(0) Jre~-x(q, to), ej~ (q, w) = c~a 1~'~

~~ ( q] ~) - .
t°2

z (q)

.
(34)

This separation uniquely ensures that each e,-~ (q, 0) goes to zero as q ~ 0, and the
integration of the type (9) is well behaved at the lower limit. The above expression
can be used directly in equations similar to (9) to calculate the kernels K~ (0, 0) once
~/~ (qi a n d ~ (q) are known. In the two-band model for electrons and holes, for
each mode the coupling constants )~(i) and the kernels K (i) (0, O) f o r / z = e , h, of
course have to be rewritten as
z

~t(i) =
t,t,

--K

(i) (0, O) --=

--

~,~,

2k

qFTt, f- - Fit (dqlq)

,I
4k Ft~ 0

"-'i (q' 0),

(35)

--I

where e.1 is given by (34).
In general, equation (31) has complicated analytic expressions for its roots, except
in some limiting cases. In the small q-limit, we find
f~'~ (q) = 2

A,+A,+A,.~

2LY'tY'-~,)

A'~q--A,,,--F~-=-~A,
j '

(36a)

":(q) ~- ~ [yl--~-y,- yl"~l-i"
_.F_~9_jy'~2
r_~.l -~ .~l [ ( yl -'~-y'*-- ~z_jr_~, q._~14~*
-a,' (q) =

,,~x~.,~ &

(36b)

(36 )
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where we recall that yz=oaq"=(oJ;e / qse)q
o~ ,. and y~=a~q ~=t~Oph/qsh)q
- " . ~. 2 . Here, ~"~1
corresponds to the lattice-phonon mode, ~ to the EHS mode and ~ 3 to the
Coulomb plasma mode. In this limit, we also find

.~(q) - - - ~ azq 4, .~(q) ~ * a2q 4 and .~ (q)
> az = const.
q---~-O
q--+O
q'--~O

(37)

Similarly, for large q-values, when A4<A1, ,'~, one has
(q) =

a;

:

(38)

(,,.) =

if mh > me; otherwise the expressions for modes 2 and 3 get interchanged. For arbitrary values of q, we have solved equation (31) numerically to obtain ~t2(q). This also
--1

allows us to obtainj~ (q), and hence ~i (q' o~) and A(i), for each mode, by using equations (32), (34) and (35), and numerical integration methods. We have calculated
these for various sets of parameters nec = nh =n~ (which is a function of pressure),
m,, mh, oJD, etc. on a computer. Further, we can take the upper cut-off frequencies
c°IR~, = A t ' °J2R~ "" Min (A~, .4t) and W3Rt.` = g~3 (2kFt)"
For the purpose of illustration, the dispersion relations obtained for the three modes,
i.e. the frequency as the function of the wave vector, have been plotted in figure 2,
with parameters nc = 2"75×1017 cm -z, me/m =0.045, mh/m = 0.141, % - ~ 1.0 and
I
0 D = ( a O,D/kI~)=120°K. (Here the average massm~ = (mlm~ma)~, where m,'s are the
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Figure 2. Dispersion relations for (i) the ionic sound, (ii) the electron-hole sound
and (iii) the Coulomb plasma modes in a bismuth-like'semimetal.
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effective mass values evaluated at the Fermi surface). These parameters correspond
to the case of bismuth at the atmospheric pressure (Dresselhaus 1971). The two lower
modes, i.e. the ionic sound mode ~1 and the electron-hole sound mode ~2~, are soundlike with co2 proportional to q~ for small q-values. The Coulomb plasma mode ~3,
however, tends to a constant (AI+A~q-A~)I as q-+ 0.
In general, we find that the interaction kernels due to the ionic sound mode and the
electron-hole sound mode are attractive for low frequencies. The Coulomb plasma
mode, however, is repulsive for low frequencies corresponding to the repulsive direct
Coulomb interaction in the jellium model.

Now that the coupling constants h(i)
t,t~
and the cut-off frequencies are known, the procedure explained in § 2 can be carried out
to obtain gee and ghn and the corresponding superconducting transition temperature
T¢ for any given set of parameters. This will be discussed in detail in the next
section.

4. Results and discussions

In the last two sections, we have described how we can calculate the coupling constants ~(i) for each of the three modes in our two-band model for the semimetal, and
m,
consequently how to determine the corresponding To, using equations (14) to (19). Fro
bismuth at atmospheric pressure, the carrier density is nc-=-ne=nk ~-- 2.75 × 10x~ cm -3,
the average electron mass is me ~ 0-045 times the bare electron mass m, the average
mh/me "" 3.2 and the Debye temperature 0D _~ 120"K. With ~o-----1, this set of parameters leads to a To, in our model, which is less than 10-a °K. This is consistent
with the experiment where no transition has been observed at low pressures. In
fact, in this case, since the mass ratio rnh/m e is less than 5, as already noted in I, there
is no superconducting transition if the attractive ionic sound mode 1 is completely
ignored in our calculations (i.e. when A4 ~ 0). However, because of the fact that
the contribution due to EHS-mode is a sensitive function of me/rob, and increase with
this ratio, if we include both the ionic-sound and the EHS contributions, one expects
an observable Tc at higher densities, even when m~,[rne is less than 5. In such a model,
the coupling constants and the transition temperature T~ are not monotonically
decreasing functions of n~, as in the lattice phonon jellium model; but there is an
initial increase with nc before these start decreasing. Since, on application of pressure, nc is expected to generally increase in semimetals, we expect that inclusion of the
EHS mode may allow us to explain the observed variation of Tc of the type shown in
figure 1.
On application of pressure, bismuth is known to undergo polymorphic transformations, as established by Bridgman (1952) by measuring the volume compressibility
and by Bundy (1958) from electrical resistance measurements. The values of the transformation pressures were, PI-II --- 25-3 kbar, PII-III ~ 27.0 kbar, PIII-IV --- 44.8 kbar,
PIv-v -- 65.0 kbar and PV-VI ~- 89.5 kbar. In the transformations III-IV and IV-V,
the volume-change AV/V 0 was small, approximately 0.5 ~ . While Bi I is not superconducting, Bi II (Brandt and Ginzburg 1965), Bi III, Bi IV and Bi V (II'ina and
Itskevich 1970) and Bi VI (Wittig 1966) have been observed to undergo superconducting transitions. A detailed and more precise experimental study of the
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pressure-dependence of T~ in bismuth in the 30-80 kbar pressure range, i.e.
phases, has been made by II'ina (1976) who has also studied the Bi-Sb alloy
But there is no detailed study o f the values for n~, rn~, m,/rn~ and coD and
pressure dependences. However, it is fair to assume that, here o~/9 is
varying function o f pressure P, the negative band gap

i.e.

III-IV-V
systems.
o f their
a slowly

E 9 "-" constant (P),

(39)

nc ~_ flpa/2 or (ncllOis cm -a) = (PIPe)s/2

(40)

and the mass ratio m,/me is only slightly different from ,-, 3.2, the value at low-pressure.
In fact, since in our case the most sensitive parameters are mh/m ~ and no, in that order,
we have tried to fit the experimental values for Tc in bismuth, as shown in figure 1,
by assuming 0D still to be 120°K, and using only two free parameters P0 and mh/m~.
We find that we get the best fit for our theoretical values of Tc with the corresponding
experimental values in bismuth, if we choose P0 ~ 10.55 kbar and mh/me "~"4.8, over
the whole range of pressures between 30 kbar and 80 kbar for which the experimental
observations are available. We point out here that equations (39) and (40) are only
approximately valid. A more reasonable form to choose would be E~ - - Ego a P,
where Ego is the extrapolated value of Eg at low pressures. We have checked that a
very good fit is obtained with E~o < E~ in the region o f interest, thus validating o u r
choice o f the form given above. Note that we have neglected the damping of the EHSmode, possibly mainly due to the interband collisions, in our analysis. This will
definitely change the quantitative results o f our calculations, but the basic qualitative
results should remain valid.
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Figure 3. Theoretically calculated values of the superconducting transition temperature Tc as a function of the carrier density~'ncfor bismuth under pressure. The circles
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The theoretical values of To, in our case, as a function of nc and the corresponding
experimental values obtained from figure 1 and equation (40) are plotted in figure 3.
There is a close correspondence between these two results. It should be noted that
the value used for mh/me is not very different from its value in the low pressure phase.
With the application of pressure, in the new phase there is always the possibility of
compression and rearrangement of different valleys occupied by the carriers, and hence
1/8
a change in the value of the average mass mt~ = (mz m s mz)t,. In this connection, it
is interesting to note that for bismuth, in the phase transformations Bi III --> Bi IV
Bi V, the volume changes are small compared to the change in the Bi I--> Bi III transformation. This may, in a way, justify our taking me and m~/me same in the 30-80
kbar region. Also, it should be emphasised that the final value of P0 used to fit
the data is of reasonable order in magnitude.
Our calculations and analysis can be extended to the case of arsenic and antimony
also. However, the experimental data on the pressure dependence of Tc for these
materials are not available in detail. It wilt be very hard, therefore, to carry out
detailed analysis as in the case of bismuth. In figure 4, we, however, present the results
of our calculations and the possible density-dependence of Tc in these materials.
The parameters mh/me are chosen to approximately fit the maximum observed values
of T~ in arsenic (Berkman and Brandt 1969) and antimony (Wittig 1969) under pressure. It is clear from our results that Tc in arsenic is very small because there the
mass ratio mh/me is closer to 1 as compared to the other two materials.
Before concluding, it should be emphasised that although we have demonstrated
here very explicitly that the inclusion of EHS-exchange mechanism is crucial to explain
the pressure-dependence of T¢ in a semimetal like bismuth, it is not clear that our explanation is unique. For example, unless complete band-structure calculations for
interacting electron- and hole-fluids are performed for these semimetals, one is never
sure whether the picture is complete. Nevertheless, within our simplified model,
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Figure 4. Theoretically calculated values of the superconducting transition tempature Tc as a function of no, the carrier density, with parameters relevant to arsenic
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we have shown that the ratio of the average masses rnh/me is an extremely sensitive
parameter in determining the superconducting transition in semimetals. This fact is
expected to retain its validity even in more elaborate calculations of Te.
A real test of the model proposed here can, of course, only be made if the electron
and hole masses me and mh, the Debye temperature OD and the carrier concentration
nc are known as functions of pressure. It should be borne in mind that given this
experimental information, we have a unique way to determine Tc within the formalism. Future experiments in this regard should, therefore, be extremely interesting.
If indeed the role of the EHS exchange mechanism is established, then it would
be worthwhile to look for a semimetal with mJme > 1 and ne ~ 10~° cm -a which would
be expected to have a high superconducting transition temperature.
We would like to conclude with a brief comparison of our model for ms~me ~ l
with that of Abrikosov (1978). In our case, since the holes are delocalised, the total
coupling constant is dominated by that of the holes. However, if mh/me is increased
still further, Tc will become comparable with the Fermi temperature of the holes.
They will then form a lattice and the total coupling constant will be determined
essentially by that of the electrons which, as our calculations indicate, is small. Thus,
in the Abrikosov limit, Tc will be small whereas in the regime considered by us, it
can be quite large (~-~100°K) for suitable values of the carrier concentration nc and
the effective masses.
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